TeamCity 5.1 Release Notes
(view in issue tracker)

Feature
TW-211 - Make it possible to distinguish in new/old tests in notification templates
TW-698 - Add comment into custom build run dialog
TW-1257 - Allow user to customize TimeZone
TW-1443 - E-mail notificator enhancement needed
TW-1594 - Requeue stopped build
TW-2072 - Next file/Previous file links for WebDiff
TW-2280 - Detect installed JDK's on agents automatically
TW-2695 - Allow to hide build configurations on Overview page
TW-2782 - Pluggable triggers with own web UI
TW-2987 - Display images in diff view
TW-3033 - Ability to download change as unified diff
TW-3099 - Collapse/expand projects on overview page
TW-3277 - Artifacts mapping: Pack artfacts
TW-3914 - Code coverage support for Maven runner
TW-4727 - Label parent VCS root directories, not only the sources used for a build (ClearCase)
TW-4779 - Send email notifications about failed builds with high priority
TW-5074 - Search by build logs
TW-5184 - Installed plugins page
TW-5570 - Allow to put database driver jar under .BuildServer
TW-5948 - Ability to define order of build configurations on the overview page
TW-5971 - Trigger a build forcing a current one as it's dependency
TW-5986 - Exclude non-wildcard matched directories from artifact dependencies target path
TW-6019 - Pager for the search results
TW-6877 - Provide an extension point for custom build triggers
TW-6982 - Add notification template pattern to reference error messages
TW-7333 - Add send feedback link to ide plugins
TW-7923 - Jabber notifications should include user who started a build
TW-8233 - No way to reference just the responsible user name in notification templates
TW-8235 - Use more capable template engine for the notification templates
TW-8601 - Build runner for Visual Studio 2010 project
TW-8686 - Run personal build: agent selection form
TW-8743 - Support for Checkstyle
TW-8777 - Simplify TeamCity server tuning - use JNDI instead of system properties
TW-9068 - Ability to remove more then one build at a time from build queue
TW-9471 - Custom artifact dependency set for a snapshot dependency should not trigger snapshot build
TW-9570 - Respect "svn:ignore" property when scanning for changed files
TW-9777 - Support TFS VS2010 checkout
TW-9868 - Support unpacking tar.gz archives in artifact dependencies
TW-10003 - Remote-run plugin should support custom properties
TW-10004 - Support custom build parameters for remote run build (VS)
TW-10005 - Support custom build parameters for remote run build (Eclipse)
TW-10045 - TeamCity NUnit launcher should be able to start process per assembly
TW-10067 - Maven trigger for all current Maven artifact dependencies
TW-10085 - Display Current problems for a Project
TW-10216 - Display properties of agent image
TW-10352 - Do not reset selected agents for build configuration in Remote Run dialog
TW-10420 - TFS 2010 VCS Integration Support
TW-10452 - Provide IDEA plugin repository descriptor so that TeamCity plugin can be installed via URL
TW-10481 - Log NUnit test parameters from [TestFixture] attribute
TW-10486 - Allow to take responsibility for a test right from the IDE plugin
TW-10545 - Ability to mark responsibility as fixed
TW-10546 - Add actions to TeamCity tab toolbar available in context menu
TW-10624 - Warn user when switching to new format Subversion working copy
TW-10628 - Add support for NUnit 2.5.3
TW-10639 - Support "US West" region for EC2
TW-10735 - Unify artifact URLs for one artifact and all artifacts
TW-10815 - Display a warning for system administrators if jabber notifications sending failed
TW-10865 - Allow to download server thread dump taken on /admin/diagnostic.html from web UI
TW-10880 - Upgrade bundled Tomcat
TW-10918 - Allow to report .Net coverage form any runner via service messages
TW-10948 - Support MSTest 10 (vs 2010)
TW-10979 - Option to disable all tasks substitutions in NAnt runner
TW-10981 - Ensure NAnt <nunit2> task supports .NET Framework 4.0
TW-11078 - Support multiple specification of the same archive in the right part of artifacts publishing patterns
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Support multiple specification of the same archive in the right part of artifacts publishing patterns
Mark new failed tests in the IDEA failed test list
Template - allow redefinition of Build triggers
Include user who triggered a build into build started email notification
Support Perforce move/delete in VS plugin
Display notification template errors in web UI for administrators
Create .BuildServer/lib/jdbc directory by default
Make changes links in the email notifications
Allow to select Amazon EC2 Availability zone for started instances
Support NUnit 2.5.4
Add support for .bmp images to diff view

Usability Problem
TW-1602 - Make "Cannot run process" message for Command Line runner more user friendly
TW-3063 - Add ability to review commit failed message
TW-3070 - "Open in Browser" button jumps in the toolbar
TW-3857 - Ability to show pending build configuration for a change on My Changes page
TW-4735 - VCS Build Trigger Patterns description is unclear
TW-7037 - On starting history build, display warning on changed VCS roots only if the VCS root settings were really
changed
TW-7707 - Display personal build change comment when viewing personal build results
TW-9712 - TeamCity Plugin for VS 2008 - v5 EAP - TFS Query list is empty
TW-10345 - "Remote Run" action should be available even if I am not logged into TeamCity
TW-10794 - Inform user that "Opened solution contains no Subversion versioned resources" in Visual Studio add-in
TW-10827 - Truncate leading/trailing spaces in path to .ipr
TW-11001 - Let's group problems by their type on "Current problems" tab
TW-11034 - Do not write "<1s" in agent matrix for no builds value
TW-11333 - List target database tables names in the "Target database is not empty." message
TW-11379 - NUnit suite name displays "<no suite>"
TW-11507 - Close Login dialog if there is incompatible plugin version was detected
TW-11510 - Problematic tests link looks strange
TW-11531 - Minimize Add Trigger dialog movements
TW-11587 - Confusing "Pre-tested commit is not yet available for distributed version controls." text for git in Remote
Run dialog

Bug
TW-3188 - Test can be mistakenly reported as new after successful build with failed test
TW-3487 - Log inability to delete files during sources cleaning into the build log (agent checkout)
TW-3897 - Configure DNS names caching for build agent
TW-5200 - Login page can render inside another page after partial refresh
TW-5282 - More informative subject for e-mail notifications
TW-5296 - VCS triggering exclude rule does not work with VCS paths
TW-6189 - NAnt verbosity is very detailed, but should be minimal
TW-6314 - Not user-friendly messages on queries with special symbols
TW-6332 - TeamCity Windows installer: start service checkboxes should not be checked if user didn't enable services
TW-6798 - Wrong notification on dropping responsibility: 'Responsible changed: None available' instead of 'Fixed/Given
up. <Message>"
TW-7038 - Search popup is not limited in width
TW-7381 - Files with UTF-16 filetype in Perforce are not handled correctly
TW-8011 - Package/class is not parsed correctly for <name1>$<name2>.<path> test name case
TW-8234 - Notification templates are not upgraded on TeamCity upgrade (if not modified by the user)
TW-8296 - Too verbose TFS discovery fail message in agent log
TW-8599 - Unable collect mapping for SVN remote run
TW-8621 - Ability to include important messages from the build log into email notification
TW-8637 - All Users group should be disabled deselected for guest user in Add to Groups dialog
TW-8774 - Rework Changes control in the Remote Run Wizard
TW-8823 - User with "Archive/dearchive project" and edit project permission does not see Archive/Dearchive action
TW-8923 - Subject of email notifications does not support non-latin characters
TW-9044 - If I hide the toolbar, I DON'T want it to keep re-appearing everytime I open VS2008...
TW-9050 - Unable to determine the workspace: add call to Add call to ''tf.exe workspaces''
TW-9108 - Cannot differentiate several artifact dependencies on the same build configuration in custom build run dialog
TW-9141 - Double click in the local changes view should open file, but not diff
TW-9150 - Cannot see test with order greater then 10000 on Tests tab
TW-9196 - JUnit parameterized tests are not reported correctly
TW-9221 - Adjust build copy messages in audit log
TW-9353 - Cleanup hangs if plugin throws exception from DataCleaner:performCleanup
TW-9401 - Log XML-RPC exceptions into the server log
TW-9544 - No way to cut the '#' sign from BUILD_NUMBER in notification templates
TW-9605 - Log VcsException stacktrace with debug priority

TW-9605 - Log VcsException stacktrace with debug priority
TW-9610 - Error synchronizing users from LDAP: SizeLimitExceededException: [LDAP: error code 4 - Sizelimit
Exceeded]
TW-9663 - Exception occurs if build is started under the IBM JDK
TW-9736 - Memory leak on Projects in IE8
TW-9766 - Display agent type properties for obsolete cloud agents
TW-9829 - Adjust dep. properties references on project copy
TW-9918 - Command line help should have information that directory can be used in path
TW-9955 - Empty Options dialog when no solution is opened
TW-9985 - Add default ports to all default database.properties files
TW-10037 - Change responsibility messages: empty comments
TW-10075 - Do not force push after the tagging in Mercurial
TW-10092 - Change log does not display pending changes if "from" build is specified with no "to" build
TW-10093 - Resetting search caches produces FileNotFoundException errors in the log
TW-10103 - Attempt to load non-existing build configuraiton loads Overview page without any notes
TW-10104 - Got error in the middle of the page: "IllegalStateException: getAttribute: Session already invalidated"
TW-10108 - Vault collecting changes error after TeamCity server restart
TW-10119 - Agent matrix should not display removed cloud agents (should display all their builds in a single column
corresponding to agent type)
TW-10150 - Ensure cloned mercurial repository is cleaned on manual "Enforce clean checkout"
TW-10156 - MSTest requires both testcontainer and runconfig - these are currently mutually exclusive
TW-10192 - Confusing error message on attempt to backup empty database
TW-10198 - Mark new failed tests in "Failed tests from dependent builds" build results section
TW-10224 - Exceeding the maximum allowed artifact size is not verbose enough
TW-10259 - Popup with failed tests on myChanges page can go beyond the boundaries of the window in Opera
TW-10296 - Parametrized test parsing breakes when parameters contain parenthesis
TW-10297 - Make test name a link on My Changes "new failed tests" block
TW-10330 - Server startup exception is not logged appropriately into the server log
TW-10337 - Missing MqSQL driver results in error NoClassDefFoundError for CommunicationsException
TW-10351 - Recent comments should list the most recent comments at top
TW-10353 - Open unified diff view by default
TW-10366 - Improve "There are no projects to show" message
TW-10387 - Can't edit settings of two IPR-based runners in two browser tabs
TW-10388 - Improve wording of "Inspections were not gathered" message
TW-10393 - VS2008: My Changes -> Open In Web doesn't scroll page to selected item.
TW-10424 - Provide correct database settings
TW-10433 - Failed to write the version file to disk when the System subdirectory doesn't exist
TW-10435 - Can't run two TeamCity servers using one MySQL server and different databases
TW-10449 - EMail/Jabber Notifier forms: incorrect size of 'test connection failed' error message
TW-10451 - NullPointerException appears when trying to Remove All Successful Remote Runs in Eclipse plugin
TW-10459 - Remove mandatory populate/synchronize option in Local Changes
TW-10461 - StarTeam connection open and not closed when collecting changes for promotion state based VCS roots
TW-10463 - Maven inter-module dependency treated as external when artifact type not equal to module's packaging
TW-10464 - Maven SNAPSHOT trigger won't trigger a build even if resolving of a single SNAPSHOT dependency fails
TW-10465 - FxCop runner wildcards should be case insensitive
TW-10466 - FxCop runner should not start FxCop if there was no assemblies matched.
TW-10467 - .NET DupFinder: 'Enable debug messages in the build log' should not be enabled by default
TW-10470 - See details link does refresh instead of showing details
TW-10473 - Wrong svn version may lead to result: 'No changes were found. Refresh'
TW-10474 - I can not make VS addin recollect changes after recieveing 'Failed to collect changes error'
TW-10475 - VS addin SVN roots lookup
TW-10482 - Rename "TC Change Sets"
TW-10484 - MySQLIntegrityConstraintViolationException on adding the same project/role the second time
TW-10488 - Constraint violated exception in server log after code inspection process.
TW-10493 - No VCS root usage section when opening VCS edit page from Project's VCS Roots tab
TW-10496 - Vcs Trigger itself must not apply checkout rules when triggering by rules is computed
TW-10497 - Report missing version.dat as critical server startup error
TW-10500 - Artifacts with < and > in their names cause the HTML to break
TW-10501 - Command line runner actual command is not logged into agent log
TW-10502 - Cannot run a program specified by absolute path via command line runner
TW-10503 - Build fails with "Failed to process Ant JUnit reports" and no tests reported when some file cannot be parsed
by XML test reporter
TW-10515 - Test name parsing error
TW-10517 - Incorrect changes detection (incoming folder add/delete case)
TW-10518 - Remove Synchronize view text sub-caption
TW-10520 - Show changed files from the previous parent revision if changes to compare have different parents
TW-10524 - Exception is thrown from StringUtil.formatFileSize() if agent is run in headless mode
TW-10528 - can't start TeamCity after upgrade with windows installer
TW-10529 - Responsible for build configuration doesn't appears in Watched Project
TW-10535 - User details can be obtained by unauthorized user via REST request
TW-10536 - Deleting the target of an svn:externals causes fatal errors
TW-10537 - Cannot make administrator user non-administrator in Professional mode
TW-10539 - Error after archiving a project

TW-10539 - Error after archiving a project
TW-10542 - Changes not appears in Local changes tab just after project creation
TW-10544 - Exception occurs on attempt to restore personal build in queue if parent of the build is cancelled
TW-10551 - Selecting the first changelist in custom run dialog forces the latest revision
TW-10559 - Deleting folder with file was not detected by eclipse plugin
TW-10564 - Builds won't start with "Timeout while loading build log"
TW-10571 - A configuration can be triggered by VCS on server start while there are no pending changes (and "Trigger
on changes in snapshot dependencies" enabled)
TW-10572 - HSQLDB takes twice as much space on disk after restoration
TW-10583 - Issue Id Pattern documentation missing for Bugzilla
TW-10584 - Provide more details for bugzilla connection error
TW-10596 - Exceptions on delayed commit
TW-10603 - Popup with changed files on Overview page can go beyond the boundaries of the window in Internet
Explorer 8
TW-10604 - Show fixed build status icon the same as in web UI
TW-10611 - Partial update of Local Changes process number of directories even if full update just ended
TW-10613 - VS-add in doesn't collect changes in SVN externals if working copy root specified explicitly
TW-10621 - Exception from TestNGLogger
TW-10626 - "…" in agent matrix
TW-10640 - User with "в_<Archiveв_</в_<dearchive project" and edit project permissions gets Access Denied on
project archivation
TW-10642 - Single quote is rendered as ' in diff view under IE8
TW-10650 - Subversion patch exception: jetbrains.buildServer.vcs.VcsException: ClientAbortException:
java.net.SocketException: Broken pipe
TW-10653 - Big HSQL database shuts down for more then 5 minutes
TW-10661 - Visual Studio plugin doesn't detect svn versioned files, if they are locked by external process
TW-10665 - Test connection for Jira shows undefined values despite reporting success
TW-10675 - Improve error reporting for the wrong REST URL
TW-10680 - Agent should add public EC2 ip address to the list of alternative addresses
TW-10690 - Inspections summary overriding test results summary
TW-10698 - Cannot cancel build on Solaris agent
TW-10701 - Remote Run Crash - Oracle DB Exception
TW-10713 - Cannot sent patch for remote run (Git)
TW-10726 - Provide working default parameters for .NET coverage
TW-10745 - Status icons on collapsed project's does not looks well
TW-10754 - Deadlock in MSSQL
TW-10762 - Can't find VCS root by full name on VCS roots list
TW-10763 - ClearCase Problem while loading patch data stream: Read timed out; Not respecting Load statement in
config spec.
TW-10767 - Initial clone of large repository can take enormous time
TW-10770 - FreeBSD 8 Install
TW-10778 - Can't see external file diff tool link while fileDiffUrl configured in change-viewer.properties
TW-10780 - Eliminate "poolPreparedStatements=true" from database configs
TW-10784 - java.lang.SecurityException: Unable to locate a login configuration after upgrading to TeamCity 5.0.1
TW-10801 - relativePath substitution in change-viewers.properties resolves to agent-mapped path
TW-10803 - NUnit tests from parameterized TestFixture attributes do not have links to classes/packages
TW-10808 - Perforce Checkout Rules - CRLF Errors
TW-10812 - ClearCase Label Movements (and therefore changes of its contents) are not detected on Folders
TW-10813 - Exception from change viewers plugin
TW-10814 - Deleted files are not detected by Swabra
TW-10824 - TeamCity addin for NUnit produces too much logging
TW-10828 - IPR runner cannot find path variables if they are not listed in .ipr (UsedPathMacros tag is obsolete and is
removed by IDEA 9.0 and earlier builds)
TW-10829 - File change list popup can go under changes popup in IE
TW-10837 - Filter by selected files is reset on automatic Local Changes refresh after switch to VS
TW-10843 - TeamCity server stops collecting changes because of problems with SVN+SSH connection
TW-10844 - TeamCity Amazon plugin may add ec2-related properties with invalid values to the agent when not under
ec2
TW-10845 - Do not detect directory as modified
TW-10846 - Deleted files does not make checkout directory "dirty" in Swabra
TW-10848 - EC2 agents can stuck in "starting" state
TW-10850 - EC2 agent idle timeout is measured from the agent start command, not the agent actually started
TW-10852 - Transformation patterns duplicated on each save on Server Configuration page
TW-10858 - Some junit tests hang when runnig in TeamCity 5
TW-10860 - Maintain DB tool can hang on connection to database
TW-10870 - Server log zip file name can use single digit for month/day
TW-10876 - Too long applicable configurations call
TW-10877 - Hanging P4 processes started by the server
TW-10884 - Wrong notification after removing test responsibility
TW-10888 - Wrong buildStatisticValue service message can cause server reporting unexpected NumberFormatException
TW-10900 - Error executing batch ... nested exception is java.sql.BatchUpdateException: failed batch
TW-10902 - Inspections build needs mandatory PermGen space memory tuning
TW-10912 - Cleanup hangs on MS SQL in case of hundreds/thousands dependent builds

TW-10912 - Cleanup hangs on MS SQL in case of hundreds/thousands dependent builds
TW-10924 - Project administrator can change server settings
TW-10928 - Local checkout rule not working for Mercurial VSC Root
TW-10938 - Maven classifier not recognized on dependency-change-lookup
TW-10945 - "Configuration problems found (view details)" message doesn't disappear after fixing the problem
TW-10950 - "Show builds" option state is not remembered between server restarts
TW-10962 - Timeout during email test connection results in "loading" page and no test connection result displayed to
the user
TW-10970 - When copying a templated project, dependencies are not pointed at the newly created build-config - they
point at the source, still
TW-10972 - Old (TemplatePatternProcessor-based) way of adding substitution patterns into notification templates does
not work
TW-10976 - StringIndexOutOfBoundsException from PluginsController.getDetectedPlugins on server settings
TW-10983 - Many Maven-related logging in console
TW-10989 - Rename "Solution" runner into strong VS-related name
TW-10992 - Freemarker errors are printed to console with stacktrace by default
TW-10993 - "Plugins" is the first tab on Server Configuration
TW-10994 - Hide default bundled plugins from Plugins page
TW-10996 - Invalid reference exception on line 9
TW-10998 - Firefox crashes when overview is opened for some time
TW-11002 - MSTest runner failed to parse generated mstest report
TW-11005 - Expand / collapse icon disappears from the project title after some time
TW-11024 - possible OOM while server start
TW-11026 - Plugin update performed in UI thread, locks IDEA
TW-11027 - Changes can be not displayed in a build, while present on Change Log
TW-11028 - NPE from buildServer.tree.changesTree.TreeLinksHelper.runActionIfMouseIsOverLink
TW-11030 - Describe TeamCity 5.1 notifications templates configuration
TW-11036 - Enabling coverage can produce errors caused by libraries incompatibility
TW-11037 - Unnecessary LDAP-related logging when LDAP is not configured
TW-11038 - Test names with minus in the name are not parsed correctly for suite/package
TW-11046 - Unify presentation of new failed tests on My Changes and Change details
TW-11047 - Can't install new TeamCiy server after manual uninstalling
TW-11048 - NUnit support does not work with only .Net 4.0 framework installed
TW-11049 - Unable to use TFS with .Net framework 4.0 installed only
TW-11050 - Do not log anything to cloud-specific log until cloud is used
TW-11054 - Windows tray and IDE notifications contain no text, just a link
TW-11057 - Move feed templates under _notification directory
TW-11064 - Project id clash can occur on project copying if id.properties contains wrong values
TW-11065 - "Test responsibility changed" template is used for assigned test responsibility and user who assigned the
notification is not mentioned
TW-11069 - Selected item disappears from view
TW-11074 - Backslashes problem in the $TEAMCITY_SYSTEM_PATH property in database.properties (former: Cannot
restore backup into internal database)
TW-11075 - No whitespaces in Jabber notifications
TW-11076 - Timestamps are not preserved for files inside zip-packed artifacts
TW-11079 - Fix NUnitVersion attribute description.
TW-11093 - Cloud-fake plugin must not be included into the distribution
TW-11095 - Change detail page should not trim file names
TW-11096 - Too tall Project block header on overview in IE8
TW-11097 - In My Changes view display "<no comment>" no a commit with no comment
TW-11098 - Change name of the server thread dump file
TW-11099 - Sticking "Server is maintaining its database" page in IE8: the page is not refreshed after cleanup finish
TW-11100 - Project "collapse" icon stops working after some time
TW-11104 - Spelling error on Project administration page
TW-11105 - IllegalArgumentException on Audit page (page loads empty)
TW-11107 - Not timezone-adjusted time in build queue build estimate popup
TW-11108 - Build comment audit entry is duplicated
TW-11110 - Cannot enforce Clean checkout on Mac safari browser
TW-11116 - Template-using configuration can get VCS roots to label list non-synchronized with the template
TW-11117 - Build configuration property value is displayed escaped on edit
TW-11119 - Can't define multiple-lines checkout rules in single property
TW-11128 - VCS Username specified on user profile does not affect changes binding on My Changes
TW-11129 - Remove "This page is still under construction." notes from documentation
TW-11130 - Shoulda test results using the Rake Runner do not parse correctly
TW-11143 - Duplicate report cannot resolve file paths with parameters
TW-11145 - Loading agent dialog should support cancelation
TW-11150 - Promote build artifacts does not work if there is more than one artifact dependency on this build
configuration
TW-11153 - Long time detecting changes in SVN for R# VCS root
TW-11156 - Cannot save "admin" options for a group in professional edition if there are no groups: no Save button
TW-11157 - User with create project permission gets "You do not have enough permissions for this function" on project
creation
TW-11160 - Changing permissions in a role does not apply the changes immediately

TW-11160 - Changing permissions in a role does not apply the changes immediately
TW-11162 - Do not add ", exceed set limit: 0" to Inspections build status if the limit is default (0)
TW-11169 - Trim email notification messages over certain size
TW-11170 - Can't remove role from a group after role editing
TW-11173 - Inspections build run over 1.5 Maven project produces errors for JDK 1.5 constructs
TW-11174 - rake_ext exception with rake build runner: 'block in format_exception_msg': invalid backref number/name
TW-11184 - Support TFS 2010 in Visual Studio plugin
TW-11187 - No default labeling pattern for newly created configurations
TW-11190 - Swabra plugin does not consider artifacts to be dirty
TW-11198 - Javascript error on search term with a single quote
TW-11209 - Windows Date/Time display format affects Delayed commit.
TW-11211 - VS Plugin "There is not suitable build configurations for selected changes"
TW-11218 - Code Analysis Build shows errors which don't show in IntelliJ after 5 upgrade
TW-11222 - TeamCity plugin for Idea could not login: NPE
TW-11223 - *.resharper.user files are created near .sln by TeamCity add-in
TW-11225 - Agent become incompatible with "nunit_include: It's imposible to have excludes without includes"
TW-11234 - NPE
TW-11235 - Make "an out of memory or crash is detected" option more descriptive to the cases supported
TW-11239 - Add "TeamCity" to Local Changes tool window title
TW-11240 - Svn uuid computaion failure should be reported!
TW-11243 - New version of JNIWrapper causes problems with Java Classloaders under 64bit JDK
TW-11245 - Rake builds fail, cannot edit build configuration
TW-11249 - Error during AuditLogDataCleaner execution: Invalid argument in JDBC call: parameter index out of range:
301
TW-11262 - "Visual Studio (sln)" runner name is shifted in the build configuration settings step
TW-11270 - NPE when trying to restore from backup
TW-11274 - Adjust responsibility change notification when user tooks responsibility
TW-11276 - Issue Installing TeamCity 5.0.2
TW-11299 - Test can be mistakenly reported as failing since a more recent build then it actually fails from
TW-11302 - Cannot load build configuration overview: InstantiationException: bean hiddenBuildTypesNumber not found
within scope
TW-11303 - TeamCity failed to start - HSQL out of memory crash on existent database when no 'database.properties'
file
TW-11307 - Multiple "Client error : AWS was not able to validate the provided access credentials" in server log on
wrong EC2 credentials
TW-11309 - Impossible to view Responsibilities page after once appeared problem with permisions.
TW-11310 - PartCover 2.3 shows incorrect number of total lines
TW-11311 - Changing user on responsibilities tab does not have "loading" state
TW-11320 - Dupfinder fails to parse .cs files
TW-11325 - Eclipse plugin crashes with Perforce 2009.2 changelist with 'shelved files'
TW-11336 - The maintainDB tool mixes source or target database settings with default settings.
TW-11337 - The maintainDB tool should say something before/after dropping a database.
TW-11340 - Artifact dependency can be spoiled on upgrading to 5.1 (/* pattern case)
TW-11343 - Cannot unpack archive in artifact dependencies: Invalid octal digit at position...
TW-11349 - Improve missing registry native tool missing error
TW-11365 - MSBuild runner does not run default target(s) if tests was enabled
TW-11369 - Remote Run dialog in VS add-in was opened with empty Suitable Configurations list
TW-11371 - CVS support: Eclipse's integration brokes binaries(*.zip & *.jar at least) over Delayed Commit.
TW-11375 - Updating project-config.xml kicks off builds with dependencies defined in "Build Triggering"
TW-11383 - ResponsiblesXmlConverter can fail on some kind of databases
TW-11387 - Display descriptive warning on no configurations for remote run (Eclipse plugin)
TW-11391 - Improve logging for errors in notification template
TW-11393 - Improve error message on missing database driver class
TW-11403 - Missing Swabra snapshot should not fail the build
TW-11404 - Cannot run a build form IDEA
TW-11418 - Make .war distribution default logging be the same as other distributions
TW-11419 - FxCop not found on build agent after upgrade to 5.1.13215
TW-11423 - SQLException: Data source is closed
TW-11425 - Cloud Available Profiles table dissapears
TW-11428 - Lines can be wrapped on agent history tab of agent prototype
TW-11431 - Rename agent prototype columns on agent matrix
TW-11433 - Possible "Agent does not exist" for old agents that were run before agent prototype introduction
TW-11449 - VS add-in doesn't validate Perforce unresolved conflicts on starting personal build.
TW-11450 - Improve notification sending error logging
TW-11460 - No "logs" directory after upgrade with Windows installer
TW-11473 - NullPointerException at TeamCity-Login from Eclipse-IDE
TW-11476 - Wrong artifact dependency details in run custom build dialog (no permissions for some dependencies case)
TW-11485 - /c in parameters to command line runner is ignored
TW-11489 - Visual Studio plugin doesn't show the description text from Perforce changelists containing colons
TW-11490 - Support NAnt 0.90 alpha 1
TW-11498 - Test failure popup can display data that mismatch the text in the test failures link on Current Problems
TW-11499 - Tests on Current Problems use strange sorting
TW-11502 - Improve failed tests counts in the email notification

TW-11502 - Improve failed tests counts in the email notification
TW-11503 - Dependency build trigger in template based configuration has run twice
TW-11508 - XML Parsing Error when viewing RSS feed
TW-11511 - Display agent image page for missing cloud agent
TW-11512 - Apply consistent behavior to test name links / failed in popups
TW-11513 - Brush up title for agent image page
TW-11515 - Do not display server configuration warnings to non-administrators
TW-11523 - Add support of NUnit-2.5.3 for documentation
TW-11528 - Brush up About VS addin dialog
TW-11545 - amazon ec2 integration doesn't allow architectures other than i386
TW-11546 - 11-minute delay before a dependent build kicked off
TW-11549 - Can't use search: the search popup appears and is hidden right away
TW-11554 - Enabling IDEA code coverage on a maven project fails with missing maven-watcher-agent.jar
TW-11577 - log4j:WARN No appenders could be found for logger (freemarker.runtime).
TW-11601 - TFS agent side checkout should NOT re-get all files of workspace
TW-11603 - Note the default quiet period value in VCS trigger settings
TW-11604 - Using default quiet period is not displayed as such
TW-11605 - Exception occurred inside plugin in IDEA 10
TW-11606 - PluginXmlParser teamcity-plugin.xml parsing errors
TW-11609 - Incorrect vendor URL in plugin info for bundled plugins
TW-11621 - Cannot view failed build details in IDEA 7.0.5:
TW-11624 - Failed to copy resource /feed-item-template.ftl on fresh server start
TW-11626 - Exception on backup page
TW-11628 - CloudTypeExtension is not show if openning edit
TW-11630 - NullPointerException durin TeamCity shutdown under Mac OS
TW-11632 - Loading add-in problem with Visual Studio 2010
TW-11637 - Cannot see IDE notifications in idea-8.1.4
TW-11643 - Can't migrate to internal database unless I put hsqldb.jar in .BuildServer/lib.jdbc
TW-11644 - Can't migrate from external database with driver jar in WEB-INF/lib
TW-11646 - "Cannot find build promotion with ID" from BackgroundIndexer on server startup
TW-11654 - Missing opening bracket in build status for "out of memory" failed builds
TW-11655 - TeamCity Professional allows maximum of 20 build configurations - broken link
TW-11659 - Scheduled trigger does not have defaults on the form
TW-11660 - No next triggering time for scheduled trigger
TW-11664 - API: Internal error occurs on attempt to invoke backup with no file name set, but it is not reported
appropriately
TW-11669 - Eclipse 3.2.1: Could not open TeamCity Local Changes view if Perforce is not installed

Exception
TW-9563 - Exception on trying to close Options dialog, when there is no opened solution
TW-10469 - ArgumentException : An item with the same key has already been added.
TW-10523 - NullReferenceException : Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
TW-10592 - InvalidOperationException : The component with interface type
в__JetBrains.TeamCity.Utils.Persistence.IPersistenceManagerShellComponent, JetBrains.TeamC
TW-10599 - InvalidOperationException : Collection was modified; enumeration operation may not execute.
TW-10703 - InvalidOperationException : Enumerable contains more than one matching element
TW-10789 - ObjectDisposedException : Cannot access a disposed object.
TW-10790 - ObjectDisposedException : Cannot access a disposed object.
TW-10793 - "An item with the same key has already been added" exception on collecting changes in Subversion
TW-10820 - IOException : The process cannot access the file 'C:\Documents and Settings\Kedian\Local
Settings\Application Data\JetBrains\TeamCity\v5.0\vs9.0\Delay
TW-10830 - ArgumentException : The string must have at least one character.
TW-10836 - Exception on Settings tab: Property 'displayName' not found on type
jetbrains.buildServer.serverSide.impl.runType.RunTypeWithExtensionsImpl
TW-10864 - ItemNotMappedException : There is no working folder mapping for C:\Documents and
Settings\dbearden\My Documents\Visual Studio 2005\Projects\Solution2.
TW-10883 - TeamCityException : An exception has occurred in
JetBrains.TeamCity.RemoteRun.LocalChanges.ToolWindow.LocalChangesToolWindowPane.BeforeSolutionClosed
TW-10930 - SvnDelayedCommitExcetion : Failed to prepare delayed commit. The file 'C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\Local Settings\Application Data\JetBrai
TW-10934 - Assertion : Cannot find the image named ?RemoteRun.Environment?.
TW-10943 - MissingManifestResourceException : Could not find any resources appropriate for the specified culture or
the neutral culture. Make sure "JetBrains.Te
TW-10946 - InvalidOperationException : There is no Application Shell running.
TW-10947 - InvalidOperationException : There is no Application Shell running.
TW-11018 - InvalidOperationException : There was an error generating the XML document. Could not get the
component DelayedCommitManager. The component has alread
TW-11185 - Error when clicking on the Agents tab
TW-11199 - Help file not found at в_C:\Program Files\JetBrains\TeamCity Addin\v5.1\Help\TeamCity Addin for Visual
Studio.chmв_
TW-11213 - NullReferenceException : Object reference not set to an instance of an object.

TW-11213 - NullReferenceException : Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
TW-11263 - TFS getting sources problem - TF14045 error
TW-11330 - Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
TW-11338 - Error running maintainDB: Argument 1 for @NotNull parameter of
jetbrains/buildServer/serverSide/db/jdbcLoader/JdbcDrivers.<init>
TW-11368 - InvalidOperationException : Collection was modified; enumeration operation may not execute.
TW-11370 - RuntimeException: All server operations must be run inside TeamCityProcessManager command
TW-11401 - IDEA plugin exception on close secondary frame
TW-11411 - Failed to compare two elements in the array. Object must be of type Double.
TW-11493 - Javascript error: updateBranchName is not defined on saving hg VCS root
TW-11524 - Cannot start server: Argument 0 for @NotNull parameter of
jetbrains/buildServer/serverSide/db/jdbcLoader/JdbcDataSource.<init> must not be null
TW-11527 - There was an error generating the XML document. Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
TW-11530 - Value of 'haveRev' property couldn't be parsed. Value: none Input string was not in a correct format.
TW-11534 - ObjectDisposedException : Cannot access a disposed object.
TW-11663 - There is no Application Shell running.

Performance Problem
TW-1466 - Opened IE7 windows with TeamCity project page slows down PC significantly
TW-6226 - Project page leaks memory in Safari 3.1.2
TW-8588 - Slow transfer rates from the server (sources patch)
TW-10168 - Do not recalculate commit decision for personal changes after all builds with the change were finished
TW-10223 - TeamCity Local Changes view update is too slow next to team resources changing if workspace contains lot
of files
TW-10525 - Very slow ClearCase checkout
TW-10573 - Devenv using 60% of my cpu due to forking svn.exe
TW-10648 - The integration must not listen resources changes if the "TeamCity Local Changes " view is closed
TW-11415 - Slow compatible configurations page
TW-11469 - Better caching when calculating tests first failed in information for running builds

Cosmetics
TW-7744 - IDEA plugin: Honor line breaks in commit messages
TW-10997 - Remove comma separator from collapsed project title
TW-10999 - Responsibilities tab UI improvements
TW-11000 - "Commented by by" is shown if comment is set for a build
TW-11008 - MSTest Settings: Checkbox and label should be at the same line
TW-11033 - Let's use the same collapse / expand icons on My Changes and Overview pages
TW-11082 - Reuse test name presentation on Tests tab
TW-11083 - .NET Coverage section has misspelled words
TW-11396 - National symbols in WinTrayNotifier shown as question marks
TW-11506 - Warning user that he must update plugin to continue work with TeamCity in Eclipse
TW-11586 - Diagnostics tab brakes the layout
TW-11665 - Please remove "Not licensed" text in About dialog

